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Caring for Our Natural Assets: An Ecosystem Services Perspective
(/library_items/375-Caring-for-Our-Natural-Assets-An-EcosystemServices-Perspective)
2007
Authors: Sally Collins (/experts/759) and Elizabeth Larry (/experts/760)
Organizations/Sources: United States Forest Service (/library_items/orgs/116)
This paper examines an emerging perspective that describes ecosystems as natural assests
that support human health and well-being. The perspective serves as both a conservation
approach and an extension of ecosystem management, involving the connection of
ecosystem services to the people who benefit, in some cases with an assigned market value.
Forest conservation that considers the supply and delivery of ecosystem services will enhance
the health and resiliency of ecosystems, engage and serve a broader public, and attract
private investment and leadership in a common effort to safeguard natural systems.
Rating
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Jul 02, 2019

Viewed
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Declining Urban and Community Tree Cover in the United States
(/library_items/1632-Declining-Urban-and-Community-Tree-Cover-in-theUnited-States)
2018
Organizations/Sources: United States Forest Service (/library_items/orgs/116)
Scientists with the USDA Forest Service estimate that between 2009 and 2014, tree cover in
the Nation’s urban/community areas declined by 0.7 percent, which translates to losing an
estimated 36 million trees or approximately 175,000 acres of tree cover annually.
Rating
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Jul 03, 2019

Viewed
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Forest Management Alternatives for Landowners (/library_items/120Forest-Management-Alternatives-for-Landowners)
Authors: Andrew J. Londo (/experts/626) and Thomas A. Monaghan (/experts/625)
Organizations/Sources: Mississippi State University Extension Service (/library_items/orgs/70)
This publication will explain many of the forestry alternatives available to you. A forester can
help you choose the forestry practices best suited to your timberlands, but you must make the
business and financial decisions.
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Forestry in Action: Sustainable Forest Management, Private Forest
Landowner Objectives (/library_items/435-Forestry-in-ActionSustainable-Forest-Management-Private-Forest-Landowner-Objectives)
2009
Authors: James C. Finley (/experts/654)
Organizations/Sources: Penn State School of Forest Resources (/library_items/orgs/549) and
Hardwoods Development Council (/library_items/orgs/575)
Two PowerPoint presentations talking about Sustainable Forest Management and Private
Forest Landowner Objectives
Rating
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Aug 21, 2018
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Forests for Water: Exploring Payments for Watershed Services in the
South (/library_items/1887-Forests-for-Water-Exploring-Payments-forWatershed-Services-in-the-South)
2011
Examines the benefits of conserving forests (such as reduced flood risk and improved water
quality) and threats to forest conservation, specifically in the American South.
Rating
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Jul 01, 2019

Viewed
1201 times

Forest Stewardship: Sources of Information & Guidance for Forest
Stewards (/library_items/1335-Forest-Stewardship-Sources-ofInformation-Guidance-for-Forest-Stewards)
2013
Authors: Shelby E. Chunko (/experts/509), James C. Finley (/experts/654), Ellen O'Donnell
(/experts/910), Allyson Muth (/experts/911), Carol Leitzell (/experts/912), and Michelle Mathason
(/experts/913)
Organizations/Sources: Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
(/library_items/orgs/134) and Pennsylvania State Cooperative Extension (/library_items
/orgs/615)
This publication describes stewardship-related-services offered to private woodland owners
by public agencies and private organizations in Pennsylvania.
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i-Tree (/library_items/1051-i-Tree)
Organizations/Sources: United States Forest Service (/library_items/orgs/116)
i-Tree is a state-of-the-art, peer-reviewed software suite from the USDA Forest Service that
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provides urban forestry analysis and benefits assessment tools. It's an easy-to-use, computerbased program that allows communities to conduct and analyze a street tree inventory and
evaluate current benefits, costs, and management needs. Communities can analyze the
economic benefits of their urban forests with Streets (formerly STRATUM), a street tree
management and analysis tool for urban forest managers, which quantifies the dollar value of
the urban forest’s annual environmental and aesthetic benefits: energy conservation, air
quality improvement, CO2 reduction, stormwater control, and increased property value.
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Mid-Atlantic Forest Ecosystem Vulnerability Assessment and Synthesis
(/library_items/1828-Mid-Atlantic-Forest-Ecosystem-VulnerabilityAssessment-and-Synthesis)
2018
Organizations/Sources: United States Forest Service (/library_items/orgs/116)
Forest ecosystems will be affected directly and indirectly by a changing climate over the 21st
century. This assessment evaluates the vulnerability of 11 forest ecosystems in the Mid-Atlantic
region (Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Delaware, eastern Maryland, and southern New York)
under a range of future climates. The report synthesizes and summarizes information on the
contemporary landscape, provides information on past climate trends, and describes a range
of projected future climates. This information is used to parameterize and run multiple forest
impact models, which provides a range of potential tree responses to climate. Finally, these
results were brought before two multidisciplinary panels of scientists and land managers
familiar with the forests of this region to assess ecosystem vulnerability through a formal
consensus-based expert elicitation process.
Rating
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Sustaining and Improving Pennsylvnia's Forest Land Through
Comprehensive Plans (/library_items/1627-Sustaining-and-ImprovingPennsylvnia-s-Forest-Land-Through-Comprehensive-Plans)
2018
Provides a detailed description of forests and their benefits; analysis of threats to forest land;
and description of various tools municipalities can use to maintain, protect, and restore forests.
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Glossary (/glossary)
Conservation Easement Assistance Program (/ceap)
ConservationTools.org is administered by:
WeConservePA (http://conserveland.org)
610 N 3rd St #301, Harrisburg, PA 17101
717.230.8560 info@WeConservePA.org
(mailto:info@WeConservePA.org)
This website was made possible in part by a grant from the Community Conservation Partnerships
Program, Environmental Stewardship Fund under the administration of the Pennsylvania Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources, Bureau of Recreation and Conservation
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